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Latest articles from naturejobs.com

Blog: How to answer: Juggling science and motherhood
6 April 2016
Balancing life inside and outside the lab is not always easy, but it's possible to be a parent, a carer, #AndAScientist, says Seralynne Vann.

Brief: Character traits: Scientific virtue
6 April 2016
Elite scientists generally agree on what character traits make for excellent science.

Blog: Women in physics: personal perspectives
4 April 2016
Sarah-Jane Lonsdale speaks to two senior female scientists in industry about their career paths.

Blog: Most read on Naturejobs: March 2016
1 April 2016
With one quarter of the year done already, we look back at your favourite posts from last month. We'll get right to it.
Blog: The value of my PhD – Looking back one year after graduating
30 March 2016
Her PhD on Parkinson’s disease didn’t go exactly as planned, but in the end the difficulties made Liesbeth Aerts a happier scientist.

Feature: Technology: Smartphone science
30 March 2016
Researchers are learning how to convert devices into global laboratories.

Q&A: Turning point: Reactor manager
30 March 2016
Thomas Klinger describes how a once-troubled experimental fusion reactor got back on a solid footing.

Blog: Women in physics: personal perspectives
25 March 2016
Following the Institute of Physics’ “Taking Control of your Career as a Female Physicist” event, Dame Professor Athene Donald and Professor Val Gibson spoke with Helen Cammack about their careers within academia.

Blog: Women in science: Clogging the leaky pipeline
23 March 2016
Karin Bodewits and Philipp Gramlich think we should stop actively persuading women to study life sciences – a field in which they face unique challenges.

Feature: Management: When jobs go wrong
23 March 2016
Having to dismiss lab members is not easy, but there are ways to make the process less painful for all involved.

Brief: Publication: Preprints pondered
23 March 2016
Young researchers contemplate the use of preprint servers.

Brief: Training: Postdocs to learn online
23 March 2016
Virtual hub offers career-development tools and resources.

Blog: Leaving the comfort zone
21 March 2016
The novel and the unexpected comes with a dose of anxiety. This nervousness will only help you in your career.

Blog: Women in physics: personal perspectives
18 March 2016
Sarah-Jane Lonsdale speaks to two senior female scientists in industry about their career paths (again).

Elsewhere on nature.com

24 hours at the X-ray factory
Make recycled goods covetable
Prestigious Karolinska Institute dismisses controversial trachea surgeon

Mammals face off in Twitter battles for supremacy

Scientists clash over lifespan of captive killer whales

Featured employers

Announcements

Science jobseekers of Boston, MA and beyond: join us for a whole day of career-maximizing opportunities!

The third Naturejobs Career Expo Boston will take place on May 18. Free to attend, it will offer:
- the chance to network with employers
- exclusive conferences and workshops
- free one-to-one resume checking

Find out more and register

Sign the L’Oreal–UNESCO women in science manifesto here.

This month’s poll

How long did you spend writing up your PhD thesis?

- 1–2 months
- 2–3 months
- 3–4 months
- 4–5 months
- 5–6 months
- 6–12 months
- >12 months

Vote in the poll
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